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MESSAGE

I am pleased to hear that Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy is organizing 4th ALUMNI

MEET. I Appreciate the commitment of the staff and students for organizing this function. I

hope that the Souvenir named AZIONE - 2022 will be good collection of ideas. I have no

doubt that the students of our college will be ready to take up new challenges and touch new

lives. I wish that the alumni meet will be a joyful and memorable event.

I wish this function grand  success.

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

CH. NARSIMHA REDDY

Vice-Chairman
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MESSAGE

I am happy to learn that the Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy functioning under our

society is bringing out a souvenir called AZIONE - 2022. I hope it will be  good collection of

thoughts and skills of students and faculty. The Manner in which it is presented indicates

the maturity and proficiency of the faculty as well as the students. The present effort to

bring out this magazine is laudable and praise worthy. I congratulate the souvenir

committee for bringing out such magazine.

Best of luck

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. CH. DEVENDER REDDY

Secretary & Correspondent
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MESSAGE

It gives me an immense pleasure to know that Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy

Alumni Association is organizing its 4th  Alumni Meet 10th December 2022. I'm also glad to

know that a souvenir is being brought out on this occasion.

The name and reputation of any institution is based on its Alumni.

Arranging a meet regularly is going to bring an opportunity for the present students to

know their seniors and their achievements. I hope that the Alumni also enjoys this meet

and will observe the changes happened  in the instutute.

I wish the Alumni meet a grand success and congratulate all the Alumni and

Organizers of the meet.

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Prof. Y. MADHUSUDHAN RAO

Director (R&D)
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MESSAGE

I am glad to know that the Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy which is under the roof of

Viswambhara Educational Society, is bringing out the Souvenir under the name of

AZIONE-2022. It is highly appreciable and commendable that the Souvenir Committee

and the students have taken keen interest and leadership in bringing out this magazine,

which shows that with determination anything is possible.

I am sure that this success is the success of the alma mater and a great credit to

the institution.

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. CH. VAHINI DEVI
MPT, MIAP

Director (Academic)
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MESSAGE

I deem it as a pleasure and honour to say I was keenly interested in starting the

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy Alumni Association in 2010. Since the inception of it

several activities have been performed with a motto of strengthening bond between old

students and alma mater. The association has been inviting many of the alumni for the

interaction with the current students so that it serves a platform for sharing the views and

prospects of the profession. We are conducting fourth alumni meet on 10th December 2022.

I hope that this meet further rejuvenates our enthusiasm and we expect to share your

thoughts and new developments with us. I encourage you to share your stories with us and

send us your suggestions and feedback to us, so that together we can build a stronger

pharmacy Alumni Association.

I look forward to see you all at our next event !

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. C. SRINIVAS REDDY
President

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy Alumni Association
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MESSAGE

I am pleased to announce that, our college has been publishing  institutional

magazine "AZIONE - 2022. Institutional magazines provide an opportunity for the students

as well as staff members to show their literary talents by writing good articles of professional

interest. I hope our magazine will bring out the best in the students and staff members and

come out with the nest institutional magazine sharing professional experiences and views.

With best wishes

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. Y. SHRAVAN KUMAR
Vice - President,

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy Alumni Association
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MESSAGE

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy is always been glorified with the heights of

excellence achieved by its students. Our alumni are hugely important to our organisation

and vital to our success in the past and also in the years to come. The Vaagdevi College of

Pharmacy Alumni Association was registered under Office of the Registrar of Societies.

Warangal on 29th July 2010 (Regd.no 390 of 2010). We are conducting frequent general

body meetings and  taking necessary resolutions for growth and betterment of organizaton.

The executive and as well as General body of Alumni Association working honestly,

sincerely and putting all it's  efforts to fulfill the aim and  objectives of the association. We are

taking all measures to benefit the members, college and association. We are Conducting

the fourth Alumni Meet on 10th December 2022. In future I look forward to hear more from

our alumni so that it serves as platform professional development.

VISWAMBHARA EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY

Dr. K. SRINIVAS REDDY
General Secretary

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy Alumni Association
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We are pleased to present the latest issue of Azione 2022, the Vaagdevi College of

Pharmacy's alumni magazine. Through this magazine, we are pleased to share with you the

writing abilities and viewpoints of College Grads. You will also discover various sections with

an exhilarating flashback, events, pictures and celebrations that engage the diverse

readership, which includes college graduates and friends. We extend our heartfelt gratitude

to the management for their support and encouragement in this endeavor. We also thank

our supporting staff, students and authors for their tremendous efforts in bringing this

souvenir to you.

Editorial Team…
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VAAGDEVI COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
RAMNAGAR, HANUMAKONDA.
Committees for 4th Alumni Meet

Sl. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Committee Name Members of the Committee

Registration Committee

Food and Hospitality Committee

Dias Committee / Stage Decoration

Souvenir Committee (AZIONE - 2022)

Cultural Committee

Advertisement and Sponsorship
Committee

Transport Committee

Anchoring Committee

Disciplinary  Committee

Games  Committee

Testimonial of Distinguished Alumnus
Video, Audio and Written

Dr. E. Venkateshwarlu
Mrs. V. Srilekha

Dr. D. Kumara Swamy
Dr. D. Adukondalu

Ms. M. Shruthy

Mrs. T. Rajani
Mrs. K. Ragini

Dr. S. Pavani
Dr. P. Girija

Dr. Vamshi Krishna

Ms. V. Rashmitha
Dr. K. Prathyusha

Dr. C. Srinivas Reddy
Dr. Y. Shravan Kumar

Mr. Shiva
Mr. Mahesh

Mrs. G. Sumalatha

Dr. A. Makarandh
Dr. Ayesha Samreen

Dr. K. Srinivas Reddy
Dr. B. Sharvana Bhava

Dr. Ayesha Samreen
Dr. Anusha

Mrs. M. Madhavi
Mrs. L. Maneesha
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CURRENT OFFICE BEARERS OF THE ASSOCIATION

Chief Patron :

Dr. Ch. Devender Reddy
Secretary and Correspondent

Vaagdevi College of Pharmacy Alumni Association

President :

Dr. C. Srinivas Reddy

Vice President :

Dr. Y. Shravan Kumar

General Secretary  :

Dr. K. Srinivas Reddy

Joint Secretary :

Dr. Ch. Mahesh

Treasurer :

Dr. T.  Ravichander

Executive Member :

Mr. J.  Ashwin
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A Teacher's Wisdom
1) A teacher is a silent care taker of student dreams

2) Teacher are the moulds that shape a student's future

3) A Teacher inspires, motivates and makes dreams come true

4) A Teacher make each day a new beginning

5) A Teacher is a role Model in every Students life

6) A Teacher is wondrous gift tied between ribbons of knowledge Love and joy

7) A Teacher makes a difficult task easy for students

8) A Teacher is a guiding angel in every students life

9) A Teacher gives learning's that stay for life

10) Teaching is the only profession that RAISES other professions

Dr Challa Srinivas Reddy

President, VPAA

SAVE GIRL CHILD

The existence of human life on earth is impossible without the equal partition of men and women. They

are equally responsible for the survival of human race on earth. They are also liable for development

and growth of nation. However the existence of women is more important than men. Because without

her we cannot about our existence. So as humans we have to take necessary steps for saving the girl

child.

It's a common practice in India to where people about or kill girl child on birth but they should be given

equal opportunity to go ahead in life apart from that, the fate of civilization lies in their hand as they are

the root of creation.

There is various evil in our society, one of which happens to be the desire to have a boy. In Indian

society, everyone wants the ideal mother, sister, wife, and daughter but they never want the girl to be

his blood relative. Besides there are other social evils that forces many parents to avoid having the girl

child . These other social evils are dowry deaths, female foeticide and others.

Girls have proven themselves in every field than boys. And due their hard work and dedication they

have been to space also. They are more talented, obedient and responsible for the family and her life.

Besides, all these girls are more loving and caring towards their parents.

By concluding, I say for saving girl child the first step starts with our own home. We should encourage

our family members, neighbors and relatives to save them and make people aware of it. We have to

say our parents about the schemes that are established for the girl child I.e, Beti padhao and Beti

bachao, sukanya samridi yojana etc. parents should be given counseling for educating the girl child.

Child marriages and rapes must or should be banned because in minority areas still child marriages

are going on upto this date ..

A. Nithishka

B.Pharm 7th Sem
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STAGE'S OF LIFE!!
Every stage of life,
We need atleast one person!
When we are children,
We need parents!
When we are growing,
We need teachers!
When we are teenage,
We need friends!
When we are adults,
We need best friends!
When we are grown-up,
We need life partner!
When we are earning,
We need colleagues!
When we are ageing,
We need children!
When we are old,
We need grand children!
Whatever the stage of life, we need a company for the emotions!!
So please give value to the persons who came into your life or you came into their life :)
Everything for a reason, everything for our best be positive and be happy.
Loneliness is the stage of every one's life it will come and go but you are constant in your own life.
Don't feel sorrow, feel joy for what you are having :)
Whether the success or failure takes it as a challenge you are getting in your life to prove yourself
better every time.
K. Hari Chandra Prasad
Pharm.D 3rd year

FATHER: AN UNNOTICED HERO
It's on your shoulders we grow
You love us but don't show
The care of you for us is eternal
Without your presence our life is dull
You are the one who show us the way
For our efforts to not to go in hay
You struggle to make both ends meet
Feed us and sometimes you don't eat
Your preaching's are what we all need
To make a success chain out of bead(s)
Your absence is something I can't imagine
You undoubtedly will be the reason for our win
You are the one on who we lean
The best in earth I've ever seen
You hold a heart of gold
Thoughts of making us bold
You are the one who make us strong
Teaching us all the rights and wrong
You are our pride and shine
Pray that you should be all time fine
One who seeks happiness in us
Other than you who would it does
Just to see us smile
You set a journey of mile
It is you who truly care
Help us decide are our decisions fair
To make us happy you always have a plan
And let me say I'm your biggest fan
Having a father like you is true blessing
Will always pray for your well-being
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MAINTAINING POSITIVITY AND MENTAL HEALTH

Maintaining positive attitude and having well balanced mental health plays a vital role to have a suc-
cessful life. Now a days many teenagers and youngsters are suffering from anxiety, depression and
many other mental health disorders. Lack of proper diet, exercise and sleep can be one of the main
causes for bad mental health. The other reason can be a highly judgmental and negative society. We
see many people around us who start judging children and giving bad reviews and destroying there self
esteem. Social isolation, poverty, racism can also be the cause of negativity.

Since the upgrade of technology such as mobile, laptops, online gaming people have stopped going to
social gathering, meeting people, and more over children have stopped having physical activities
outside the house. Research shows that teenagers who spend more time on social media also feel
more isolated.

HOW TO DEVELOP POSITIVITY:

Positive thinking does not mean you stick your head in the sand and neglect any fun conditions in life.
Positive thinking means that, more positively and efficiently, you handle unpleasantness. To overcome

G Checklist for all the abilities and disabilities you have and try to embrace the abilities and work on to
improve disabilities.

G Set challenging goals for yourself.

G Start having self-care activities

G Try to have circle who speaks positive words and encourage you and concentrate less on negative things.

G Having a grateful mindset - stop blaming yourself for the worst experience in your life, instead
accept it as good for you and accept that whatever happens is for your betterment.

G Avoid using social media too much and do not take whatever we see on it seriously ,as Social media
is nothing more than an illusion.

G Have proper diet, sleep and physical exercise.

G Always look at how far you have come instead of how far you still need to go.

G Remember the voice you hear the most, is your own. If you hear a negative voice, you will always be
       in a negative mind set. Our words and thoughts are so powerful and they have direct effect on
       how you evolve."

Nasira Tayyaba
B. Pharm 7th Sem
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Money says earn me,
Calendar says turn me,
Time says plan me,
Future says win me,
But, God simply says,
Work hard and trust me!

Written with a pen,
Memory of bliss!
If you are my friend,
Please answer this!
Are we friends or are we not?
You told me once, but I forgot
So tell me now and tell me true,
So, I can say I am here for you!
Of all friends, I have ever met,
You are the one I won't forget!
And if I die before you do,
I will go to heaven and wait for you!

If you are alone
I will be your shadow,
If you want to cry
I will be your shoulder,
If you are not happy
I will be your smile,
Oh my dear friend
Please always be mine!
Meraj Begum
B. Pharm 7th Sem

"FRIEND"

There is no other like a good friend
To express your happiness & sadness,
 Worries & troubles.
Someone to open up with,
Someone to speak up with.
The ups & downs,
The highs & lows,
The everyday stumbling blocks & hurdles.
Someone who knows you
Your every traits & flaws.
Someone who understands you
Your all-time dreams & desires.
And someone who loves & admires you after all……

Ms.V.Rashmitha
(Assistant Professor)
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SHE - THE WOMAN

She sits on the windowsill, blanketed in a dark night's hue

An unsung angel with broken wings

Time stands still, for a moment or two

While she soothes shattered hearts in lullabies that she sing

As she walks across the alleys and boulevards

Carrying constellations in her hands

The moon borrows some light from her stride

Together they brighten the dark souls of our lands

She helps heal scars with a touch of her warmth

Of every person who happens to cross her path

The wind succumbs to the compassion in her breath

As she sets out to spread smiles and happy thoughts

Some call her a goddess

While some give her vile names

She's called a 'lucky charm' for someone's success

While someone else's failure cause her blame

She might be a friend, sister or a mother

It doesn't matter in their judging eyes

Today it is us, tomorrow some other

Their tongues birth new slander as the old rumours die

Undeterred by remarks, she stands tall

An unsung angel with broken wings

She holds her world in its place, lest it may fall

A little of her charm linger in everything

An unsung angel with broken wings

On her spirit embarks mankind's survival

A piece of heaven along she brings

Her soul's kind enough to embrace even a rival

Vandana Pamulaparthy

Elites batch (2003 -2007)
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WORLD HEART DAY-
Beat ur heart healthy, Save ur heart daily,
Don't stop ur heart wealthy, Keep ur heart safely...
DISEASE-
Disease is an disease which can be cured with medicines,
But an disease with fear cant be cured with any medicines so be aware of that don't be afraid of some-
thing that can take ur life...
life-
Live ur life like an pear l don't show ur self to everyone What u are
They can stole ur life....
Dreams-
Dreams are lines of destiny goals are Present of the future, fortune is the mindset of the present, there
is one thing that can be done by being successful in life is by a bright smile...
STRENGTH-
Wings are to fly,
Not to show how ur fly...
Most important thing that to know urself What u are not to know how u are
ABILITY-
The world is so large but to me it's too small,
So I wish U can see it with my eyes...
BRAVE-
Be like an avenger, don't afraid of anything, U can show a new world to the world...
PASSION-
Magic of life is knowing urself of being urself is in your hands...
TIME·
Time flies fast without any reference, if
iIU struck in time u may not wake away...
Memory-
There are some flash backs, there are some good moves, there are many hardworks, but everything
ends with tears...
Friendship-
I think I'm so close to u but I am not ,
ur my pain who cant see either than u, but I am not ur cure.
,sometimes, I think to better be far from u ,but l can't the fact is ur my shadow, be with me for longtime
I, cant loose u anymore my bestie...
R Chandana
B. Pharm 7th Sem

HOPE
Hope that our lives will fall on track back
And that love might come which never fades
Hope that these darkest times we spend
Will somehow help us brighten and glow up in coming times
Teaches us something to be memorized forever
Hope that we even burst into tears that day
But not of pain but out of happiness
Hope that we never regret the things done
And still try attempting to make a fresh start
Hope that tomorrow will come
And it might offer brand new chance
We hope each day coz in reality
Nothing is guaranteed
Sometimes hoping for best
Is the best we can hope to do
Anjum Mahek
Pharm-D 3rd year
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REELS vs REALITY
Pichai Sundararajan, Bhawana Kanth, Neena Gupta, Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam, S. Nambi Narayan, one
can go on and on about India's rarest diamonds. What might have motivated them to become such great
personalities? Interest, facilities, and knowledge can't be the sole reason for their stellar work.

A country like India is full of evidence that one does not need a degree to be innovative or creative. Even
a father having nil knowledge in the field of robotics can push his boundaries and motivate his son to build
a robot that assists him in doing daily tasks. Whereas, most of the youth of this generation is losing its
miraculous mind and skills by wasting their time and energy on a time killer platform.

Entertainment was a part of everyone's daily life for a very long time, still people were creative and excited
about the latest inventions. But now social media has reduced the student's interest in the field of educa-
tion and innovation drastically. Students have started believing that they can earn a lot of money from
social media and studies are of no use and this is bad!

It makes teens really sucked in their phone (distraction), toxic community/bullying, engagement in risky
behavior etc. Personally, it makes people feel insecure, especially with the competitiveness of fame going
on in the media.

For some, it might just be a little time pass, for others it might be their path to fame.
And we all know that overuse of something ends up destroying something. Just like that, someone who
overuses this media might get affected by its impact. Like not paying attention to much necessary situa-
tions or failing back in classes.

There is a great impact of these time killing apps on youth: They don't learn any new skills which could
have helped them in future life. They are getting addicted to such apps. They don't feel that it is a good
start of the day in the morning, until they open the app. They feel depressed if they don't get enough views.

Some however come out of depression. If they are in depression and they use social media platforms and
if they by chance get famous, they think their life is improving and hence don't feel depressed and come
out of it. That's one good thing! Many people get motivated and make more and more videos if they are
getting views and some fame and some even go ahead and plan their career in these apps.

People can relate to stars of these social media, who are creating videos because these are easy to
make. You just require a mobile and you just have to lip sync or do some simple steps. It has given a
platform for a lot of talented people to grow who deserve it but 95% of these short clip makers have below
average creativity Hence, these youth when they don't get success in the field they pursue end up de-
stroying both sides of success with nothing in hand.

We have to understand that the audience on these apps, which are basically kids between 10-17, don't
know what they are consuming. I think that is the only reason a person eating chicken leg piece, is
followed by 5 million people.

Although the government knows very well, the consequences of being highly devoted towards social
media. But still they are not taking any action. The only thing behind the huge craze for this media is that
means of recreation can easily attract youth more than any kind of hard work like education. So people
who have good looks are thinking that now even they can achieve.

Hence government should take serious actions on matters of concern like- -promoting violence on social
media apps. -maligning the modesty of women. -for promoting violence against animals.-for uploading
any video which may not be appropriate for teenagers. Hence, thousands of videos will be removed.
Parents should be advised by the government to monitor their kids and ensure discipline in shooting,
uploading and watching videos. Along with this, the quality of our education system should be healthy,
friendly, motivated and step ahead to make education more interesting for today's generation. If these
apps are a platform of youth talent then why can't they post some talented videos but today many of us
don't like to post creative videos.

BEWARE! phones may get hacked too, as the app can upload all the personal details to their server.
One's images/videos/audios/files, contacts information, mobile numbers, internet data usage, etc. can be
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accessed by that app, as it will already ask for the permission and privacy will be no more. Media reports
have documented cases of users being bombarded with disturbing comments, while others have been
asked for private contact details or to post provocative images.

People should understand the difference between reel life and real life. People are cutting their nerves,
drinking shit, and doing all sorts of things to gain stardom. Is stardom more important than your life. They
are living in a fantasy world where they are the masters but this is real life they must understand and
some day they will hit hard after this minute success.

At last the youth, Should have our own opinion, Should have understanding. No matter how one learns it
either from observation or from comparison. Be practical and have eagerness to know the reason. We
are ready to take risks for it. Be enthusiastic to Innovate and Inventive. Become those who can make a
living out of the things one does! Be bold enough to flaunt our thoughts freely. Evaluate pros and cons of
everything and act accordingly.

Know that uploading a status/story in social media can have a great impact on the whole of the viewers
watching it!
Meraj Begum
B. Pharm 7th Sem

When the whole world is pulling you down …
Just have a look in to the mirror…
There will be the one who supports you and encourages you & the one who deserves the best one….
It's you… Embrace yourself…
So don't step down because you can do it…&amp; also you deserve it too…

In this busy world…
No one cares about how good you are…
But everyone do remember the mistake …
Which has made mistakenly…

One of the craziest thing is…
Being a human is a temporary thing on earth…
But we do expect permanent things in life…

As the time flews everything and everyone get changed…
The only thing that remains constant is just memories…

Sometimes situations in life are like thorns under the feet…
Neither we can't move forward nor be stayed on it for longer…

Every time don't blame the situation in what you are…
Instead regret yourself that you didn't handle it in a right way…
And think how to fix it…

If you get a chance to choose either happiness or sadness what would you choose???
I choose neither happiness nor sadness…
Neutrality was the best choice I guess…

Even shadow might be vanished at dark…
But memories lasts forever…
No matter how life goes on…

Everything is predetermined…
PAST PRESENT FUTURE…

Everyone is beautiful in their own way …
Simple don't judge anyone by their appearance…

A. Mounika
M. Pharmacy 1st year
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TO OUR GUIDES, THIS ONE IS FOR YOU

This is just an appreciation to those who invest utmost efforts to see us achieve something
It's to those who give umpteen attempts
It's to those who care us more than their own children
It's to those who be our backbone in all times
It's to those who put their everything for us
It's to those who are the resemblance of purity
May it be as a teacher, a lecturer, a Professor
They are the souls who make you a whole human
Teaching us education
Teaching us morals, ethics
Teaching us life lessons
Teaching us understandings
Teaching us living
They strive in by putting all those they can, to the last possible extent they can, without jealousy and
expecting something in return
They wait for us to be at a good position, may it be highly paid than them
But let me tell you this is that boon profession which is reason for existence of all other professions

Naveen Pashikanti
Pharm-D 3 rd year

"≥·̂ Œ∞º_®, HATS'UP

"≥·̂ Œ∞º_®, ̂ ≥·"åxH̃ =∞~À ~°∂Ñ̈ Ù_®
h ¿ã=Å∞ Páê~°O, h ã¨Ç Ï̈#O J"≥∂Ñ¶̈ ∞O
h rq «̀O "åã¨Î=OQÍ ™ê¡Ñ¶̈ ∞hÜ«∞O
h ¿ã=Å`À ~ÀQÆ∞Å#∞ ã¨Êi≈OKå=Ù
"åi Éè Ï^ŒÅ#∞ h =∂@Å`À F^•~å Û=Ù
h <Õ~°∞Ê`À ~ÀQÆ∞Å#∞ P~ÀQÆº=O`«∞Å#∞ KÕ™ê=Ù
FÑ≤Hõ`À h =$uÎÖ’ ~å}˜OKå=Ù
ZO^Œ~À "åºkè„QÆã¨∞ÎÅ#∞ P^ŒiOKå=Ù
áêºO_»q∞H± Ö’ „Ñ̈ [Å‰õΩ ̂ è≥·~°ºO WKåÛ=Ù
WÇ Ï̈Ö’Hõ ̂ Õ=ÙxQÍ J=`«iOKå=Ù
x~°ƒùÜ«∞OQÍ rqOKÕ q^èŒOQÍ JÉèíÜ«∞O WKåÛ=Ù
h `≥eq`À ~ÀQÍÅ#∞ [~ÚOKå=Ù
~ÀQÆ∞Å Ç Ï̈$^ŒÜ«∂ÅÖ’ z~°Orq JÜ«∂º=Ù
JÉ’ƒ! Zxfl Jx K≥Ñ̈ Ê#∞, WÖÏ Z<≥fl<Àfl KÕ™ê=Ù
JO Œ̂∞ˆH F "≥·̂ Œ∞º_®......
'' H̃~°}ÏxH̃ pHõ\̃ ÖË̂ Œ∞ ——
'' z~°∞#=Ùfi‰õΩ =∞~°}O ÖË̂ Œ∞ ——
'' "≥·̂ Œ∞ºx ¿ã=Å‰õΩ JO`«"Õ∞ ÖË̂ Œ∞ ——
LONG LIVE DOCTOR, LONG LIVE

"≥·̂ Œ∞ºÅ =∞#ã̈ Î̀ «fiO Ñ̈ i=∞eOK«∞ =∂#=̀ «fiO
JO^Œ∞ˆH "åi ¿ã=Å∞ H˘#™êQÍe J#∞x`«ºO
Wk ã̈ «̀ºO
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„Ñ̈ *Ï™êfi=∞ºO =i÷Å∞¡..................
„Ñ̈ *Ï™êfi=∞º áœ~°∞_®, L#flk hHÀ F@∞
=ã¨∞ÎO À̂Üü∞ ZxflHõÅ‰õΩ XHõ _Õ@∞
PÖ’zOz "ÕÜ«∂Ö’Üü∞ h qÅ∞"≥·# F@∞
D F@∞`À J"åfie hÖ ·̌Ñ¶π Ãã\˜Öˇ‡O@∞
Ñ̈ K«Û<À@∞‰õΩ W=fi‰õΩ Hõq∞>̌ ‡O@∞
W^Õ #∞=Ùfi =∞#^ÕâßxH̃ WKÕÛ WO„H̃"≥∞O@∞
Pâ◊Ñ̈ _»‰õΩ U <Õ̀ « #∞Oz <À@∞
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